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Abstract: Different innovative technologies are nowadays emerging, pushing the research and education to think on 
new needs on the topic of smart manufacturing. Indeed, for research institutions and universities, it is important to 
address this context in the best possible way, as it represents a relevant opportunity to renew the research and 
educational approach: the availability of a physical environment fits with this issue, making a laboratory as a key 
element in order to carry out leading edge research and education activities. Different laboratory initiatives have been 
developed all around the world and they represent good examples of how new approaches to research on smart 
manufacturing are emerging. Thus, after presenting some of these initiatives, this paper focuses on the new proposal 
of Politecnico di Milano for the “Factory of the Future Lab” (i.e. FoFLab), promoted by the research activity of the 
Manufacturing Group of the Department of Economics, Management and Industrial Engineering. Research and 
education functions of the Laboratory are presented, as well as its physical characteristics and main design 
specifications. 
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1. Introduction 

The economy of the 21st century is characterized by global 
competition, shorter innovation and product life cycles, as 
well as a growing demand for individualized products and 
high responsiveness to the market needs. To ensure that 
university can play a role bridging the gap between current 
status of companies operating in the manufacturing arena 
with the most advanced paradigms, providing 
competences via its students or with direct contacts for 
consulting or counseling, it is crucial to stay at the leading 
edge of the new approach to manufacturing (Secundo et. 
al., 2013). In this concern, we can recognize some major 
threads and, among them, we can mention Industrie 4.0 as 
well-known program and, more specifically as technology, 
Internet of Things applied to the factory environment 
(a.k.a. “Factory of Things”). 

With the help of today's internet technologies, we can 
integrate the individual elements of a production process 
into a flexible, self-organizing network of actors, sensors 
and complete modules. In line with paradigms such as 
ubiquitous computing or the “Internet of Things” (IoT), 
modern factories develop into intelligent environments in 
which the gap between the real and the digital world 
becomes smaller and smaller.  

Related to IoT, smart manufacturing is frequently citing 
also the so-called CPS (Cyber Physical Systems). As 
evolution of embedded systems that are able to control 
physical entities and to expose their computation 
capabilities on a network communication, CPS uses and 
extends the concept of IoT, leading to a clear concern of 
intelligence spread into modules of a production system 
(Baheti and Gill, 2011; Garetti et. al, 2013, Garetti et al., 

2015; Lee et al, 2013). This leads to a concept named as 
Cyber Physical Production Systems. 

A major characteristic of this new approach – built on 
smart technologies, such as CPS and IoT – is to close the 
distance between the higher decisional and organizational 
levels, and the operational levels of the shop floor or the 
supply chain. In other words, relying on so-called digital 
twins of the physical reality makes available a virtual, but 
always up-to-date environment, describing the real world, 
including process, people and products (Lee et al., 2015). 
The concept of digital twins then helps to make a huge 
step forward in the trend to making the production 
environment smart and to addressing the need of real-
time information management from field. 

For research institutions and universities, it is important to 
exploit the potentials promised by the breakthroughs due 
to Smart Manufacturing. Indeed, research institutions and 
universities should develop competences of engineering 
students in this field, from the shop-floor to the C-level, 
while embracing all the phases of the product and plant 
lifecycle. This will allow to play an important role in the 
next generation manufacturing vision (Jaeger et al., 2013), 
eventually providing proper decision making supports to 
chief officers. 

In this context, the availability of a physical environment 
is a key element to carry out leading edge research and 
education activities. Moreover, the international research 
activities make crucial the availability of environments 
where to execute the research and demonstrate the results.  

Even more in general, industrial engineering may be based 
on different methodological approaches. On one hand, 
surveys and case studies allow to observe and understand 
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the industrial world, on the other hand an active research 
is suitable in all the cases when a new model or solution 
must be deployed. To this end, in the last years the 
concept of Living Lab has emerged. Living lab approach 
considers the possibility to experiment directly into an 
industrial environment new models / solutions according 
to a collaboration among researchers and industrial 
experts. The Living Lab is often based on consolidated 
technology available in the companies and allows to make 
small steps in order to implement new solutions, keeping 
the effectiveness of production of the industrial asset. 
Therefore, in all the cases in which the new technology is 
more disruptive, an appropriate testing environment is 
needed. In these latter cases, the role of laboratories is of 
paramount importance. 

 

2. Lab initiatives in the world 

Different laboratory initiatives have been developed all 
around the world. It is hard to make a complete review of 
all the possible initiatives. In this section some of them are 
described, some others are simply listed. This difference is 
just made for a matter of constraints and objectives of this 
paper. In terms of quality, all the mentioned laboratories 
are very good in the support they can provide to 
education, research and technology transfer. 
The German Institute of Industrial Manufacturing and 
Management (IFF) at the Universität Stuttgart and Festo 
Didactic developed a creative training factory for 
advanced Industrial Engineering (aIE). The concept of the 
iFactory is to put together, take apart and re-configure a 
complete production line comprised of individual 
modules. Prof. Westkämper started the innovative 
learning factory because he was convinced that the current 
continuing education and training offerings are 
insufficient (http://www.festo-didactic.com/int-
en/news/ifactory-innovative-training-factory.htm).  
Based on a feasibility study, a non-profit registered 
association named ‘‘Technology Initiative 
SmartFactoryKL’’ was established in June 2005. As 
observed by Prof. Zuehlke, the initiative – aimed at 
examining, testing and developing technologies in a 
physical factory test bed in cooperation of industry and 
academia – has proven validity; therefore, it could be 
recommended for imitation elsewhere. However, the 
resources required are not to be underestimated: future 
changes will not only require steady technical evolution 
but the acceptance of new engineering paradigms, 
therefore visions and visionary decision makers in 
industry, politics and academia are needed (Zuehlke, 
SmartFactory – from Vision to Reality in Factory 
Technologies, 2008) (http://www.dfki.de/web). 

The Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) Centre of 
Research Excellence was founded by Professor Hoda 
ElMaraghy and Professor Waguih ElMaraghy at the 
University of Windsor in July 1994. The Centre's research 
and physical facilities include the “iFactory” 
reconfigurable and changeable manufacturing system 
which is the first in North America. The aim of the centre 
is to test the results of her research in the industry, and in 
the automotive manufacturing sector in particular. These 

results will help the automotive and other manufacturing 
sectors realize the flexibility, reconfigurability and 
responsiveness they require to compete globally. As 
written in the website “students and researchers trained 
under Dr. ElMaraghy's program will be sought by such 
employers as auto-manufacturers and their suppliers, 
those in the mould, tool and die industry, electronics and 
communication systems manufacturers, consumer goods 
producers, and manufacturing systems integrators” 
(http://www1.uwindsor.ca/imsc/).  

The University of Michigan Engineering Research Centre 
(ERC) for Reconfigurable Machining Systems was also 
founded in those years, namely 1996. Professor Yoram 
Koren was the director of the Centre since its initiation. 
Over thirty industrial companies are the founding partners 
of the Centre. They include suppliers such as machine tool 
builders and control vendors, as well as end-users of 
reconfigurable equipment (http://erc.engin.umich.edu/). 

Overall, the key advantages of such initiatives are the 
followings: 

• To create a physical aggregation point for research and 
implementation activities; 

• To make available a real environment for students and 
researchers (Dutta, Geister, & Tryggvason, 2004); 

• To attract companies interested to collaborate with 
university in a real advanced environment to test and 
develop products and solutions in a highly innovative 
environment; 

• To provide an appealing location to host researchers 
and PhD candidates for research activities and 
production of publications and content for courses. 

 

Besides the already mentioned initiatives, we now provide 
a list of other relevant references. Listing all the possible 
labs is not indeed possible, since many initiatives are 
presently ongoing. To try to list the large number of 
laboratories, the following is a list of other initiatives, also 
related to European funded projects in which the 
institution of the authors, Politecnico di Milano, has been 
involved.  

• FASTory – TAMPERE – Prof. Lastra 
http://www.tut.fi/en/fast/research/topics/index.htm 

• TU Dresden http://tu-
dresden.de/die_tu_dresden/fakultaeten/fakultaet_ma
schinenwesen  

• Produktionstechnik - Emden – Prof. Colombo 
http://www.hs-emden-leer.de/forschung-
transfer/institute/i2ar.html 

• BIBA – Bremen – Prof Michael Freitag 
http://www.biba.uni-bremen.de/ips.html?&L=1 

• SAP Future LAB - http://www.sap.com/corporate-
en/about/our-company/innovation/living-
labs/future-factory.html 
TUBS – Braunschweig https://www.tu-
braunschweig.de/iwf/pul 

The new lab initiative ideated at Politecnico di Milano is 
contextualized within this scope of laboratory initiatives. 
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3. The POLIMI - FoF Lab 

The Manufacturing Group at Department of 
Management, Economics and Industrial Engineering 
(Dipartimento di Ingegneria Gestionale) of Politecnico di 
Milano has been participating to several research and 
networking initiatives with national and international 
bodies and institutions since the late ‘90s.  

Some paradigms are taking place with huge strengths, 
encompassing methodological and organizational 
approaches with utilization and exploitation of emerging 
technologies. To this end, the Factory of the Future (FoF) 
Lab (www.foflab.eu), promoted and developed by the 
Manufacturing Group of Department of Management, 
Economics and Industrial Engineering of Politecnico di 
Milano, is aiming to create a tangible physical entity where 
the research activity in the innovative manufacturing 
management and planning approaches can be carried out 
in conjunction with a practical implementation in a “real-
like” environment.  

 

Figure 1 - Location of FoFLab at Politecnico di Milano, 
Bovisa Campus 

To approach the definition of the Lab, we stated as 
starting point a broad perspective, under the geographical 
and industrial point of view. It is important to clearly 
identify the drivers for the initiative in order to have a 
clear strategic view and to properly communicate that 
view (e.g. to involve it in European level initiatives). 

For the exploitation perspective we expect FoFLab could 
address 3 main purposes: 

• Education and Training; 

• Communication and Consulting; 

• Research Projects related activities. 
  
From the Education and Training perspective, the 
FoFLab will allow students to work on a physical 
infrastructure and to contribute to solve problems that 
manufacturing companies face every day and whose 
solution will directly benefit, closing the gap between 
academia and companies according to the Teaching 
Factory approach (Mavrikios et al., 2013).  

The FoFLab will enable the implementation of the 
advanced pedagogical approaches that best suit 
manufacturing education:  

• Problem-based Learning (Hung, Choi, and Chan, 
2003); 

• Experiential Learning (Miles et al.l, 2005); 

• Game-based Learning (Gomes, Pereira Lopes, et 
Vaz de Carvalho, 2013). 

In addition, it will also facilitate and empower the use of 
ICT-based delivery mechanisms such as:  

• e-Learning (Arenas-Marquez, Machuca, et 
Medina-Lopez, 2012); 

• Distance Learning (Stefanovic, 2013); 

• Computer-aided Learning (Xu and Duhovic, 
2004). 

Therefore, allowing the education of the students by 
means of a multifaceted mix of physical and virtual 
experiences is made to lead to an improved effectiveness 
of the teaching activities by means of a blended learning 
approach (Park, 2015). 

The FoFLab will also serve as a resource for Lifelong 
Learning and Industrial Training activities. Indeed, the 
most advanced scientific and technical results of the 
FoFLab will be formalized and offered as teaching 
activities for experts, consultants and technicians willing 
to update their preparation. Therefore, it is evident how 
from the education perspective there will be bidirectional 
relationships between the manufacturing companies and 
academia, with the former offering content for the 
education of the students, and the latter offering advanced 
knowledge and solutions on the most innovative topics of 
smart manufacturing. 

 

4. FoF Lab implementation 

The manufacturing ecosystem includes 3 major 
components to consider: the human factor, the product 
and the process/plant. All these three factors need to be 
considered in a holistic way, in order to adequately build 
engineering and management competences. FoFLab 
wants to address these three aspects in a flexible and 
scalable environment. 

The solution that will be implemented has a set of specific 
characteristics mainly focused on the Industrie 4.0 vision. 
The key features of the equipment considered in the 
solution are: 

1. Embedded sensors and monitoring systems (RFID, 
Power consumption); 

2. Native OPC-UA interface; 
3. CIROS modeling, simulation and control application 

set; 
4. Seamless interfaces of single hardware module to 

enable transparent plug and play of the modules, or 
reconfiguration of the production system; 

5. Open architecture for integrating 3rd party software 
and devices (e.g. robots or machineries). 

The provided system is designed for educational purposes, 
incorporating special safety characteristics and it does not 
require specific ancillary service networks or power lines 
(e.g. it works at 220V mono-phase). 
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The core processes shall show how a modern production 
process should embed solutions able to demonstrate 
novel approaches for Smart Manufacturing / Industry 4.0 
(Lee et al., 2015), that can be practically deployed in 
affordable, scalable and successful ways. 

With this respect, we then propose the installation of a 
production line (i.e. an automated assembly or production 
line) with a proper tracking and tracing solution, 
integrated with a storage area. The description of 
production assets, production processes and resources 
and products are modelled with meta structure able to 
support a complete virtualization and modelling of design, 
manufacturing and logistic processes. Eventually, we 
expect a complete implementation of an IoT-based 
environment.  

In terms of physical arrangement, the FoF Lab 
implementation requires an area of about 40 square 
meters for hosting the main line. Figure 2 represents views 
of the main line. 

 

Figure 2 - Main Line rendering - Top 

Key features and characteristics of the FoFLab are: 

• Modularity of the system, or the ability to be able to 
assemble / disassemble, merge / extract of the 
parties, each with its own functional autonomy, in 
order to make the system flexible both in terms of 
structural complexity level and, subsequently, also the 
deferral of investments; 

• presence of subsystems organized by islands;  

• presence of a subsystem for the human intervention 
(e.g.: manual assembly); 

• possibility to measure the energy consumption of the 
various constituent parts of the system; 

• presence of a software package (MES – 
Manufacturing Execution System) for management 
and control of production, order management, 
quality control and acquisition of key monitored data 
of the production system, in order to develop also 
research based on the integration between MES and 
ontology-based systems (Fumagalli et al., 2014); 

• open system, or the possibility of being able to 
reprogram both the controllers (PLC) in the SCADA 
and the MES for the purpose of being able to create 
with the new system configurations. 
 
 

5. Conclusion 

In order to achieve the above mentioned objectives 
implemented environment have to match the following 
requirements, hereafter listed, that could also be utilized as 
check list for validating a configuration. 

- Total integration of the components both under an 
operational point of view (compatible and 
interchangeable modules) that information (use for 
each of them to standard protocols to allow 
information exchange and the line re-configurability) 

- Adherence to industry and de facto standards. Among 
these communication protocols (e.g. TCP / IP over 
Ethernet), middleware (e.g. OPC-UA) and industrial 
(e.g. PROFINET) 

- The presence of components capable of representing 
various aspects of a production and logistics processes 
(e.g. Automatic machining centers, manual work 
stations and robotic machining centers) 

- The ability to monitor and track the physical location 
of the pieces along the system using the latest 
technology (NFC, RFID and bar-code) 

- Measuring energy consumption for each component 
of the system 

- Architecture openness to new components (not 
necessarily from the same vendor) and interfacing with 
external applications through standard interfaces (e.g. 
ODBC, Access, SQL-based, OPENBUS, OPC-UA) 

- No need of dedicated services (e.g. Three-phase 
industrial electric power, external steam or compressed 
air generators). Installation in generic spaces (e.g. No 
need of segregation or fences) 

- System features oriented to education, with safety 
systems in accordance with legislation and standards 

- Availability of a dedicated training program on various 
hardware and software components, it must also be 
guaranteed a support structure and help desk 

- Availability of a software platforms that allows 
modeling, simulation and programming of the system 

- Availability of functionality for the use of Tablet and 
SmartPhones (commercial type) on which to develop 
advanced interfaces (virtual reality or augmented) for 
modeling, control and simulation 

The essential element beyond the individual aspects listed 
above is the full integration of both technical and 
operational (physical layer devices and ICT) components 
and logic-digital (information level). 

The paradigm Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) is based on 
the physical dualism / cybernetic of each material element 
(Plant, Process, Product) with its image and semantic 
information. This element is essential to implement the 
lines of research in the field of modeling, simulation and 
sustainability analysis which are the basis of the Smart 
Manufacturing research. 
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Finally, the FoFLab will start with a main focus on 
research activity for the short term activity and will aim to 
become in the future a key element for education at 
graduate and post graduate level, in order to foster the 
skill developments of engineering students about smart 
manufacturing topics. For the research activity, the first 
implementations will concern the research activity carried 
out within some EU funded projects. The project 
PERFORM aims to achieve the next generation of agile 
manufacturing systems that are dynamically 
reconfigurable, able of self-organisation and adaptation 
along the system life cycle, facing the challenges of 
continuously and rapidly changing market conditions and 
increasingly smaller lot sizes and shorter lead-time and 
time-to-market requirements. These systems should be 
based on modular plug-and-produce components (with 
build-in intelligence) with all the different actors involved 
in the manufacturing system life cycle (module suppliers, 
system integrators, end-users, …) brought together to 
smoothly design, deploy, ramp-up, operate, and 
reconfigure the new generation of production systems. 
The PERFORM project aims to overcome existing 
barriers and consolidate research and development results 
by integrating them into a common reference architecture 
and supporting Agile Manufacturing Control System for 
true plug-and-produce devices, robots and machines. This 
is seen to be a key enabler to embrace the conceptual 
transformation to the Cyber-Physical Production Systems 
(CPPS) paradigm, aiming to deploy it into running-living 
production environments implementing an evolutionary 
concept encompassing the shop-floor side. The FoFLab 
will thus be a good testing environment, among the other 
activities, for physical experiments on modularity and 
development of plug-and-produce paradigm.  

PSYMBIOSYS projects, instead, aims at improving the 
competitiveness of European Manufacturing industries by 
developing an innovative product-service engineering 
environment, symbolized by a five-pointed symbiosis star 
– design-production, product-service, knowledge-
sentiment, EDA-SOA, business-innovation – and able to 
dramatically reduce the time-to-market of more attractive 
and sustainable product-service solutions. In doing that, 
the project aims to develop a reference framework, 
conceptual methods and concrete implementation tools 
for a symbiotic product-service lifecycles concurrent 
engineering in collaborative value chains, to implement 
tools for a symbiotic service oriented – event driven 
secure IT infrastructure and middleware where the 
different platforms above will stem upon and a common 
FI-based technical baseline. IoT, end-to-end security and 
Semantic technologies architectures and middleware to be 
integrated into a flexible but efficient IT infrastructure for 
integration and to identify, select and integrate state of the 
art methods and IT tools for manufacturing intelligence, 
deploying them preparing, running and experimenting the 
new concepts, models, processes and platforms, like 
already analysed by previous research on languages for the 
semantic representation of manufacturing systems (Negri 
et al., 2016). The IT research developed within 
PSYMBIOSYS will enhance the research novelties that 
will be introduced in the FoFLab concerning the use of 

new approaches that, starting from a better sharing of 
data, will enable new business opportunities for industry 
in the future. Finally, concerning the research about 
simulation approaches to be deployed within the 
laboratory, MAYA project will support this initiative. The 
project aims at developing a centralized support 
infrastructure to integrate the different simulation tools 
that are useful to simulate the operations of an automated 
production or assembly CPS-based line. The 
infrastructure is based on an ISO standard-based meta 
model of the plant and its equipment, its technological 
processes and the products. The meta model is at the 
basis of the digital twin of the plant lifecycle that can be 
simulated for the design phase, and for the operational 
phase in the manufacturing and logistics activities. 
Moreover, the MAYA concept is based on the fact that 
the digital twin is kept updated with the current situation 
of the real line, thanks to the sensors and devices on the 
CPS that track and trace the happening and the changes 
inside the system, thus serving as a useful decision making 
support to strategically assist production-related activities 
during all the phases of the factory life-cycle, from the 
integrated design of the product - process - production 
system, through the optimization of the running factory, 
till the dismissal/reconfiguration phase. These concepts 
can be thoroughly demonstrated and their implications 
could be shown to practitioners and for educational 
purposes into the FoFLab environment, making it 
possible on the one side to disseminate to a higher degree 
the project results and on the other side to help 
researchers and industrials to have a deeper understanding 
of the Industrie 4.0 concepts, especially regarding the 
power of the CPS implementation in the factory and the 
creation and exploitation of its digital twin. Eventually, all 
these research activities will be complementing the 
research within the Smart Manufacturing 2020 Italian 
project, fostering the deployment of the Italian plan 
Industria 4.0. 
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